Lines containing two third-chromosome inversions (Arrowhead and Pikes Peak) of Drosophila pseudoobscura selected for fast and slow mating speed were crossed to a multichromosomal, dominant marker inversion stock, and strains with various combinations of chromosomal derivation were tested for their mating activity. When lines were selected isodirectionally with the known third-chromosome control, the third chromosome was found to possess major epistatic control over mating speed, followed by the fourth, with no appreciable effect from the first and second. However, polygenic modification mating activity was found throughout the genome when selection was applied opposite to the original third-chromosome control. The work reported here strengthens the evidence that the adaptive role of chromosomal polymorphism has a behavioral basis in mating activity.
The mating speed of Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis depends, to a considerable extent, on genetic control by certain chromosomal arrangements and their frequencies in the natural population from which the flies are collected (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . While the relationship between mating activity and control by the third chromosome inversion seemed clear, we wished to ascertain how much modification by the remainder of the genome (four other chromosomes) and within the third chromosome is possible. It-was our purpose to study genetic control of mating propensity by polygenic modifiers throughout the genome of D. pseudoobscura.
In order to distinguish between the third chromosome's influence on mating activity and that of the genetic background, it was necessary to separate their relative influences. We used a chromosomal analysis using dominant markers for each chromosome and, thence, a transfer technique to isolate each chromosomal element and measure its behavioral influence.
Before a chromosomal analysis could be done efficiently (in order to distinguish the third chromosome's influence more easily from that of the genetic background), it was important to accumulate genic elements promoting faster or slower mating speeds in divergent strains of each chromosomal arrangement. The largest contrast observed formerly in D. pseudoobscura had been between the Arrowhead (AR) and the Pikes Peak (PP) arrangements of the Mather, California, population collected by Professor Th. Dobzhansky in 1959 (2) . Some of the available genetic variability controlling mating speed then was separated by selection for an increase and for a decrease in the rate of mating within strain-hybrid base populations of homokaryotype AR and PP flies (6 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
These chromosomal mixtures were made possible by the use of a dominant mutant marker stock, in which each of the chromosomes, except the dot fifth, is marked with a dominant associated with an inversion (to restrict crossing over), except for the marker located on the X chromosome for which there is no inversion available.
Markers used were incorporated into a single strain as follows: on the X chromosome, Pt we (no inversion); on 2, up bx Ba gi (Inv); on 3, or L (SC); and 4, in hk j Cy (Inv).
Details of the five generations needed to transfer each of the major autosomes and X chromosome from one selected strain into a contrasting strain are given in ref. 6 . Briefly, males from the selected lines were crossed to marker females, and various combinations of mutant flies were crossed or inbred in order to put each major chromosome with a particular selection history into a background with the opposite thirdchromosomal arrangement and selection history, and then to eliminate the markers so that flies derived from wild type could be tested for speed and frequency of mating. Mating speed and frequency of activity were quantified by giving mating values according to a rate-frequency index, which is the weighted reciprocal of 5-min intervals in the observation described elsewhere (4 day with few exceptions. The standard corn meal agar and molasses medium was used. All cultures were kept in a constant temperature room at 25 + 1°on a cycle of 12 hr of light and 12 hr of dark. The mating tests were done at room temperature (21-24°). Five replicate mating chambers (100 pairs) were tested for each chromosomal combination (6) . RESULTS At the 31st generation of selection, average mating indexes for selected lines were as follows: FA (fast AR) = 353, SP (slow PP) = 118, SA (slow AR) = 125, and FP (fast PP) = 341. The first two lines selected in the same direction as their original proclivity had been slightly more separated by selection, while the second two lines selected opposite to original tendencies had responded well.
The mean mating indexes of the 10 strains derived from crosses of the selected lines with the marker stock are presented in Table 1 . The As and Ps in the column headings refer to the origin of that chromosome from the selected strain, with the order of chromosomes: X234; e.g., APAA means that the second chromosome is derived from the PP line and the other three chromosomes are from the AR line. Two pairs of contrasting selected lines are involved. The first pair (FA and SP) were selected for mating speed in the same direction as the natural mating activity of the thirdchromosome arrangement. The second pair (SA and FP) were selected in the opposite direction from their natural mating activity of the third-chromosome arrangement (slow AR and fast PP). The first (AAAA) and last (PPPP) columns in Table 1 were considered controls, since they were derived by the marker technique completely from their progenitor line.
When lines selected in the same direction as the third chromosome's natural mating activity (FA and SP) were used, the third chromosome's control of mating speed is apparent (see top row, both generations in Table la ). As long as the third chromosome is A (AR arrangement), the mating index is above 300. When the third chromosome is PP, the mating index falls to 100 or below. These indexes hold irrespective of the selective history of the remaining chromosomes. For example, when any chromosome from the FA line was substituted in the SP line (right side of Table la), it was only when the third chromosome (with an AR arrangement) was from the FA line that the mating speed increased to a mean value comparable to the mean values of strains with a majority of FA chromosomes (including the third). The reverse was also true for substitution of the PP arrangement (P in third position) into the FA line (left of (Table lb) were tested (these lines were selected in the opposite direction from their third chromosome's natural mating activity), the influence of the third chromosome disappeared; all four major chromosomes showed about equal effect. None of these strains were significantly different (one-way ANOVA gave nonsignificant F = the X chromosome was not linked to an inversion, so that recombination could take place on the X chromosome, which, in this species, constitutes about 2/5 of the genomne. Also the dot 5th can recombine, but it is probably not very influential, while a small fraction (probably less than 1%) of crossing over can occur on the remaining major chromosomes. Therefore, since the AAAA and PPPP controls were nearly equal, but should have been slow and fast, respectively, if no recombinations had occurred during the marker technique, it must be surmised that probably a substantial amount of X chromosome recombination with the more or less neutral marker chromosome must have taken place. No single chromosome substitution was sufficient to counteract such neutralizing influence, so that we must conclude that the polygenic set characterizing the SA and FP selected lines must act in concert and that they are individually rather weak in controlling the phenotypic trait, though the major control of the naturally occurring fast AR and slow PP was completely reversed by their accumulation.
One major adaptive role for chromosomal polymorphism lies in its control of mating behavior. Mating activity is, no doubt, a factor influencing the distribution of these chromosomal arrangements in natural populations (7) . However, the polygenic systems that influence that control are distributed throughout the genome, and they can be easily modified through short-term selection. It will be vital to ascertain what components of mating activity are controlled by these genetic elements before we understand more fully their functions in natural populations.
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